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Message to my Daughter
Long hair.
Guitar solo.
I am the desert,
Changing moods as my
surface changes
From the sweeping
winds of insignificant
events.
But,
through all that changing,
I must remember that I
am nothing
But sand.

Smooth bass.
Head bang.
Drugs and sex.
Wild freedom.
Black and Chains.
Fast or slow.
Strong, powerful women.
I’ll teach her one day.
She’ll listen and love it.
When she feels angry.
When she feels sad.

And underneath it all,

When she feels free and triumphant.

Few can find treasures.

She’ll ride to rock and roll.
I’ll show her my life.

It is like forgetting how
to breath
And not really caring
how to remember,

My childhood.
My thoughts and emotions.
She’ll learn from it.

Only trying so that others will let go.

An older mother sharing what’s now lost.

But one boy will smash
your chest,

To understand.

To appreciate.

Force air into your
lungs,

Elisabeth Meyer

And beg for your help.
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I TELL YOU THE TRUTH
I am telling you:
Sometimes I feel lonely.
Your small talk is like teeth scraping on skin,
saliva drips down my throat to later evaporate.
In my own mind:
I am always lonely.
Your small talk is like teeth puncturing my skin,
blood drips down my throat to forever stain.
I am telling you:
Sometimes I feel confused.
Your lies have created a mist that surrounds my brain.
Mist collects behind my eyelids.
Streams of clear liquid leak from my eyes.
In my own mind:
I am always confused.
Your lies have created a smoke that surrounds my brain.
Smoke collects behind my eyelids.
Streams of black liquid leak from my eyes.
I am telling you:
Sometimes I feel ashamed.
You have given me a block to stand on.
My toes are too lazy to tip.
My arms can not reach the ledge.
In my own mind:
I am always ashamed.
You have given me a block to stand on.
My toes are too broken to tip.
I can not find a reason to reach for the ledge.
I am not telling you:
Sometimes I feel like it is all my fault.
I try not to be afraid.
I try to explain.
I do not need help and I will not ask for it.
In my own mind:
I know it is all my fault.
I am afraid.
I do not talk.
I need help and I will not ask for it.
Leave me alone.
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PHO FOR THOUGHT
I remember. I remember everything. Each visit, each smell, each bite.
St. Louis raised me on every type of food. Cherokee Street’s homemade corn tortillas and empanadas. The
Grove’s Nepalese dal and Korean sweet potato noodles.
The Loop’s vegetarian Indian buffet. Olive Street’s weekend dim sum and bakeries with homemade moon
cakes. The Hill’s “Sunny Veggie” sandwich. But South Grand, the home of pho, left the deepest imprint.
I remember one of the first times going to Pho Grand.
We parallel park in front of the restaurant. The two-story brick house with the black awning and steps leading
to the doorway are dusted with snow. I am already impatient for the food. Tammy, her lips painted red and
eyelids outlined with black, instantly recognizes us. Her smile brightens her whole face, and I cannot help but
smile back. She asks us how we are doing and reaches for the menus.
Unfamiliar stringed instruments hang on the walls in glass boxes. A black cat clock keeps time with its
swinging tail, and faint paintings of warriors blend into the walls. Black beta fish swim around an obscure
green plant in a vase filled with blue marbles. I follow Tammy to our table.
Before a server finishes filling our water glasses, we ask for two orders of spring rolls, no pork. They come
with small dishes of clear, red sauce for each of us. Mom waits to watch me take my first bite before eating her
own. She tells me how at barely a year old, I would sit in a high chair in this same room and tear apart my
spring rolls and spread their insides on the tray. I look at the rolls in front of me. The ingredients are delicately
wrapped in soft rice paper. The paper is translucent, allowing me to see the ingredients inside: white and long
vermicelli noodles, touches of pink shrimp, and clusters of green throughout. A blade of onion grass peeks out
from one end. I take a roll in my hand, feeling its malleable skin against my fingers, and dip it into the sauce.
They blend perfectly. Fresh, tangy and a hint of spicy. Mom says, “It tastes like more.” My mouth full, I can
only nod.
I remember rainy days.
We drive to Pho Grand, the rain slapping against the car windows. Mom orders her regular, 23.02: tofu with
hot chilies and lemongrass, and I order mine, 23.10: tofu and vegetables with soft egg noodles. In a few
minutes, the food is on our table. In a circular, white dish is lightly golden tofu, bright broccoli stems,
octagon-shaped carrots, and bok choy on fried egg noodles. A heap of cilantro leaves sits on top, sprinkled
with black pepper. I watch the breath of the dish rise in the air.
I remember humid summers.
Mom orders French roast chicory coffee served cold with sweetened, condensed milk. A server brings a glass
with milk sitting on the bottom, and a metal contraption that looks like a top hat sits on its rim. Brewing coffee
drips onto the milk. When the coffee finishes dripping, the server stirs the layers and pours it over ice, placing
a straw inside the drink. I inhale its rich smells.
I remember a school assignment to interview a local immigrant.
I reach out to Tammy. She leads me upstairs to the empty room above Pho Grand. There is no heat up here, so
I keep my coat on. We sit at the center table, and I open my spiral notebook to a blank sheet and take out a pen.
We talk about her journey.
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My birth name is Hang Thi Nguyêñ, but I had to change it because my history teacher could not
pronounce it. My family fled Vietnam on the day of the bombing of the capital: April 30, 1975.
On a boat with about 4,000 people, there was no food and no water. This lasted for four days until
we reached Hong Kong. Then we flew to the States. How did I start Pho Grand? Why?
Twenty-four years ago, we decided because there were no Vietnamese places for people to eat,
we would start a restaurant. Now, several people working in other Vietnamese restaurants on this
street are people who used to work for us. What do I miss about Vietnam? The food, the wonderful people and the land. I miss the food the most.
We go back downstairs where we sit at Tammy’s table: the one closest to the door. The one where she
sits to tuck chopsticks into napkin folds. She brings fresh spring rolls and we eat them together and
continue to talk.
Pho Grand saved us. What am I most thankful for? My community here. Ours was the first restaurant in
South Grand, but the ten other Vietnamese restaurants are my family. They are my home.
I remember lingering.
Our meal done, we are just not finished. We order a second pot of jasmine tea, and Mom asks for the
desert menu. We decide on Bánh Bột, a type of pudding, the server tells us. Before putting my spoon in
the desert, I smell the new aroma - sweet bananas blending with peanuts and coconut. Mom looks at me
as we both swallow our first spoonful. Tapioca pearls melt in our mouths. We sigh.
I remember leaving St. Louis, watching the houses, my school, my friends, my home, get smaller as we
rise higher into the clouds until all I see is white. The breaths of my favorite dishes float around me.
I remember. I remember everything, and I miss the food the most.
Claire Generous
Jack Coomes
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FRIDAY NIGHT OUT

At least I wasn't alone. Lacy, Michael, and Tye were all with me; however, Lacy looked like she had
already given up on us. Her head rolled lazily to the side with eyes effortlessly closed. Tye was in the
backseat next to her and had tried, and failed, to keep her awake with the rest us. I didn't have the heart
to tell him that the sleep she was in seemed endlessly deep. It was definitely eye opening seeing a lake
from this angle, the moon's glow striking the water just right and beaming in through the windows of
the car. I looked over at Michael who was desperately trying to roll—and I do mean roll—down the
window of his mom's ancient station wagon. She had let the four of us borrow it tonight to go bowling
like we often do on Friday nights. I'm not sure why we still did it. Possibly for the killer nachos at
Chico's Bowling Arena, or maybe it was simply tradition from middle school. Being seniors, our
traditions mattered.
I lightly rested my hand on Michael's shoulder. He looked up from his work at me, and I gathered
the courage to give him a melancholy smile as I offered for him to take my hand in his. I wanted to
surrender like Lacy, and it seemed Tye had, too. Michael narrowed his eyes, disgusted at me, and
pushed my hand away, continuing his work. The window had started to give, rolling down slowly and
easily. Pretty soon the water that was slowly killing us became our redeemer. The car had been
submerged for an unmeasurable amount of time and I thanked God for my mother and her dedication
to getting me to swim team practice, mostly to earn the scholarship we both needed. Now the window
was down and Michael had already unbuckled his seatbelt and mine. He grabbed me by my jacket,
shoving me through the two-by-two hole. Once I was through the window, the black spots that had
been dancing all around me for quite some time had grown an immeasurable amount, and my deflated
lungs ached to be filled. I took one glance at two of my best friends, still peaceful in the back of the car
and used my last bit of air to whisper, I'm sorry. The message was lost under the water and I knew they
could not hear me, but I felt I owed it to them.
I kicked to the surface of the lake, broke through the water, and heaved for air to drown my lungs
instead of water. Michael came up shortly after and treaded water, staring at the gaping hole in the
bridge's guardrail above us. He had created it after swerving to avoid hitting another car head on while
texting. He grimaced my way and all I could think was it's all your fault! I wanted to scream it at him
and hurt him. Wound him with my words and fists. For what he had done, he should be the one
sleeping at the bottom of the lake, not Lacy and Tye. But I kept my mouth shut because looking at him
I could tell that anything I could say he already knew. It was all his fault, and he knew it.

Samantha Bertagnolli
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HUMAN INTERACTION FOR THE SOCIALLY IMPAIRED
Don't have the power to charm everyone? Have you ever been labeled as "socially awkward" or slightly
strange?" Well, you may think that some people were born with the likable gene, and you just weren't, but new
research has shown that everyone is capable of developing charisma. Even you. No matter your personality,
certain traits that you can apply to your daily life can make you seem more magnetic and trustworthy. Just
follow these easy tips to learn how.
1. When meeting someone for the first time engage him with your eyes. Gaze deep into his eyes until you feel
as if you were floating inside of them. Doing this may feel uncomfortable, but that feeling means it's working.
You're making a friend.
2. Mimic the body language of the person you are conversing with. If she has a hand on one hip, put your hand
on her other hip. The more similar your poses are, the closer you will feel to one another.
3. Learn and remember the person's name, and, while talking, address him by his name. Four or five times per
sentence should suffice.
4. Before greeting a stranger, you should listen in on some of his conversations with other people. Take a
mental note of personal information he talks about, such as the name of his daughter or his hometown. Then,
when you begin to talk to him, slyly mention some of the details you heard to show him that you have an
interest in his life.
5. Research has shown that charismatic people feel emotions strongly. Get in touch with your emotions. Don't
be afraid to show anger, sadness, exuberance, or jealousy when introducing yourself. In fact, you should
over-exaggerate those feelings. Put it all out there. People will be able to relate to you.
6. Compliment people freely but in an unique way. People become tired of hearing the same, old phrases, such
as "your outfit looks nice" or "you have a great smile." Show your creativity with compliments along the lines
of "your eye sockets have the perfect amount of curve" or "your sweetness is my weakness."
7. Smile genuinely. Make sure that people can see every single tooth.
8. Show that you are a leader through your tone of voice. Powerful people speak in slower, lower voices. The
slower and lower the better.
9. Appropriate social touching can signal warmth and friendliness. As your conversation progresses, circle
behind your new friend and give him a gentle but firm back rub.
10. The easiest and quickest way to build a friendship is to share secrets. As a conversation starter, you should
describe your parents divorce or the reason you cannot feel love.
11. Start with a proper handshake. Your grip has to be firm, and you should maintain eye contact for the
duration of the shake, which is typically 10-15 seconds long. As a bonus, give the hand a gentle caress or a
friendly tickle.
12.People love a sense of humor, and laughter keeps the conversation light and happy. When your
acquaintance speaks, you should show him that you enjoy his presence through laughter. Even if you don't find
the topic remotely funny laugh long and hard. Fake it till you make it. Here are some tips for a convincing
fake laugh: open your mouth and eyes wide, make loud sharps sounds consisting of H-sounds (ha, ho, hee),
bounce your shoulders a bit, and slap your knee repeatedly.
Ali Stiller
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TEENAGER 101: SEMESTER FINAL
1. Trisha's outfit looks really nice today. Choose the response that best illustrates how much you like it without
being overly nice and annoying, but also seeming like you genuinely care.
(A) Hey Trish! Your outfit today is on point. (Make O shape with thumb and index finger)
(B) How’s it going Trish? I like your outfit today.
(C) Yo Trisha, you're lookin' on fleek. (Run fingers across eyebrows)
(D) Oh my God! My mom has those boots too!
2. Chemistry: Ty and Jennifer went to the play together last night. However, Jennifer brought 3 of her friends,
and Ty brought his best friend. When the group initially sat down, the order they were sitting in went the
following: Ty, Stacy, Jennifer, Steven, Mary. During the intermission, Ty traded places with Steven. On a
scale from 0 to like like, how much does Steven like Jennifer? Circle one: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 like like
Critical Reading: Use the following excerpt from a text message conversation between John and Macy to
answer questions 3-6.
John:
Ay bby
Macy:
Hey Johnny (heart emoji) (winky face emoji)
John:
What up
Macy:
Oh Nothing! It's thinking about you! Hats up with you?
John:
Cool
3. Which term best describes John’s tone in the passage?
(A) Timid
(B) Obsequious
(C) Jovial
(D) Complete Schmuck
4. True or false: John’s friend stole his phone.
5. Identify all autocorrected words in the passage, and the letters he/she typed to end up with those words.
___________________________________________________________________________
6. Using deductive reasoning, determine how Macy is most likely going to respond to "Cool"
___________________________________________________________________________
Oh no, Twitter is down! What do you do?
(A) Homework.
(B) Actually anything other than homework.
(C) None of the above.
(D) All of the above.
8. Like a reasonable human being, you want to watch Friends on Netflix instead of paying attention in class.
The only problem is, Netflix is blocked on the school WiFi! What do you do?
(A) Pay attention and save it for after school.
(B) Watch it on your phone and hope your parents don't notice that you went over your monthly data limit.
(C) Decide to reenact scenes in your head during class instead of take notes.
(D) Go on the IMDB page for Friends and see all the other shows and movies the characters are in.
16

9. Jake wants to get swoll.
(A) This prompt did not contain a question.
(B) Gains know no bounds, just eat straight protein powder.
Matching: Match the definition with the vocabulary word.
___ 10. Alpha
a. Throwback any day of the week
___ 11. TBT
b. Dope af yo
___ 12. Turnt
c. Not actually a thing.
___ 13. Literally
d. The best in a group or organization
___ 14. Ratchet
e. Confirmation after making a slightly offensive joke
___ 15. Fetch
f. An acronym but also not an acronym at the same time
___ 16. amirite?
g. Creating a scenario in which two people are dating
___ 17. Bae
h. Just straight up nasty-blasty
___ 18. Ship
i. Metaphorically
___ 19. Dank
j. Getting totes hype in da club or at da party
20. Write a short essay for the following prompt:
Explain why the school needs a new gym, a new football field, new locker rooms, and new tennis
courts. Also explain why the school's infrastructural problems (Leaking roofs, broken sinks, bathroom
stalls without doors, classrooms without air conditioning, etc.) are irrelevant and do not need to be
improved.
Drake Zielske
Jim Wu
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BECAUSE HE WAS A FUN GUY
"Hey why did the mushroom go to the party?" I ask, hoping Jake doesn't know the joke. "Stop, I swear the next time
you tell a joke I'm going to throw you out of the car, and you can walk to Dad's." Jake yells back at me from the
front seat. "Whatever, you wouldn't know comedy gold if it hit you in the face" I mumble back, my cheeks burning
from embarrassment. I turn to look out the window, a massive lake is approaching in the distance. It looks out of
place in the dead trees and scraggly bushes. I want to swim out into the middle of the lake and sink down never to
come up again. I want the water to flood into every pore of my body and the fish to nibble at my flesh. I want to be
gone. My thoughts are interrupted by Jake asking if I need to go to the bathroom. I do, badly. He pulls off into the
rest stop, telling me to hurry up because we're burning daylight. The bathroom is dark and puddles of water threaten
to touch my exposed toes. I slip into a stall. There’s a hole in the wall. I quickly stuff with toilette paper, afraid
someone would look through. There’s a number etched into the door saying "FOR A GOOD TIME CALL 509-5559193" Someone who likes to have a good time will surely appreciate a great joke. I punch in the number excited for
a response. "What?" someone answers with a scratchy voice, probably from laughing at so many jokes. "Excuse me
sir, but is your refrigerator running?" I ask excited for his response. He sighs before he says "Yes, it is." My eyes are
brimmed with tears from holding back laughter before I finally spit out "Good, I'll see you at the refrigerator races."
Silence meets me before a long hearty laugh interrupts it. "Look kid, I don't know how you got my number, but as
much as I appreciate your humor, don't call back, yeah?" "Why? You put your number on the bathroom asking for a
good time, didn't you like my joke?" I reply. "No, it was great I guess, but that number shouldn't be called by kids
alright?" "Oh." I quickly hang up before I can be embarrassed anymore. A bad feeling comes back. My heart feels
like it's no longer pumping blood, but black tar and rubble tearing its way down my veins and into my feet. I want
my veins to burst, and I want my heart to stop." Jesus Ryan, are you in here?" I hear my brother ask from outside the
stall. "What took you so long?" "I was talking with a friend. I told him a great joke want to hear it?" "Talked to who?
Was there a someone in there with you?" He asks completely ignoring my question. "No, his number was on the
wall, but anyway I asked him if his refrigerator was running and-" Jake cuts me off before I can finish. "God, you're
such and idiot sometimes I swear. Don't call those numbers they aren't meant for you." "Whatever, he said he liked
my joke." "Sure he did, be smarter next time, you could have gotten in trouble." My chest tightens up while my
throat seems to close completely. My breaths are shallow, and I want to implode and disappear into thin air. "You
need an inhaler or something, you're gasping back there." Jake states. "M'fine" I say back as clear as possible. We
get back in the car and drive for a few more hours. I can't find it in me to tell anymore jokes. Until it hits me "Hey
Jake, why do ghosts hate to go to prom?" Silence meets me, and I wait. I wait some more before saying "Hey, did
you hear me?" "Yeah, Ryan I did, I'm too tired to care though." I pull at my hair trying to distract myself from the
embarrassment. I want to rip it all off taking my skin with me. "Stop." I look up into the rearview mirror making eye
contact with Jake. "You're gonna go bald if you do that." I stop brushing off the few strands I did manage to pull out.
"Look we're here, and looks like Dad has been waiting for us." I get out forcing my legs to move. "My boys, there
they are. How ya guys been since I last saw you?" " 'bout the same dad." Jake answers walking past him into the
house. "I step out from behind the car dragging my bags with me. "Well would you look at you. My boy is turning
into a real lady killer." Dad says wrapping me in a hug. "Thanks dad." This is it, my last chance the joke has to be
great. " Do you want to hear a joke?" "Boy would I." "Why do melons get married in church?" His brows furrow
before he says "Well I have no clue." "Because they cantaloupe." I say proudly. His belly shakes and his eyes water.
"You have no idea how much I've missed ya bud." My checks warm and it feels like I'm floating. It feels as if sunshine is pouring out of me and a great burst of energy surges through me. I run up the steps calling after my Dad to
hurry up. Anytime a joke isn't told is time wasted.
Lauren Witter
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